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The Number Pieces

 Between 1987 and 1992, John Cage wrote 52
compositions called the « Number Pieces »

 The name of each Number Piece indicates the
number of performers and the order of the work.

 For example, « Five3 » is the third Number Piece
written for five performers

 Such an output was driven by both the number of commissions Cage
was facing and by his « reconciliation » with harmony

 With the help of Andrew Culver and his computer program TBrack, Cage
managed to automatize the composition of the Number Pieces



The Number Pieces

 A detailed discussion of Cage’s conception of harmony, as well as the
methods of composition of the Number Pieces can be found in the
following references :

« An anarchic society of sounds » : the Number Pieces of John Cage, R. Haskins, Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Rochester, New York, 2004

Notational practice in contemporary music: a critique of three compositional models
(Berio/Cage/Ferneyhough), B. Weisser, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of New York, 1998

John Cage «…the whole paper would potentially be sound »: time-brackets and the Number
Pieces, B. Weisser, Perspectives of New Music, 41 (2), 2003, pp. 176-226



Time-brackets

 Almost all the Number Pieces (except One3 and Two2) use a system of
« time-brackets » to define the temporal location of sounds

 Time-brackets had already been used in « Music for____» (1984-1987) but
were simplified in the Number Pieces
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Allowed time-period
for starting the note

(« Starting time Interval »)

Allowed time-period
for ending the note

(« Ending time Interval »)



Time-brackets

 Time-brackets may have an « internal overlap »…

 …as well as « external overlaps » between consecutive time-brackets

Five (player 3)



Time-brackets

 Time-brackets may have an « internal overlap »…

 …as well as « external overlaps » between consecutive time-brackets

Four6 (player 1)



Time-brackets

 Time-brackets can be filled with one note…

 … multiple notes …

 … percussion instruments …

 … or just sounds



Time-brackets

 While most time-brackets have a starting time interval and an ending time
interval …

 … some of them are also fixed: the note has to begin and end at the
indicated times



A detour through Variations II

 "Variations II" (1961) is scored « for any number of players and any
sound producing means »

 It uses a set of 11 transparent sheets (6 with one line and 5 with one
point) and provides instructions to derive sound qualities from the
measurements of distances between points and lines



A detour through Variations II

 T. DeLio published an analysis of Variations II in
which he concludes by stating that
« Variations II is, then, one large comprehensive
system which itself represents the total
accumulation of its many constituent
realizations »

 Considering all the possible realizations, the
distribution of the outcomes (sound qualities)
may not be uniform

 In other words, the set of all realizations may
have some structure as well.

 This is what we call the « meta-structure » of
Variations II

John Cage’s Variations II: the Morphology of a Global Structure, T. DeLio, Perspectives of New Music, 19 (1/2), 1980-81,
pp. 351-371



Meta-structure of time-brackets

 Time-brackets can be approached similarly

 The time-bracket is a framework for all possible temporal locations, and a
realization is an actual couple of starting and ending times

t
0’57’’0’19’’

 Do time-brackets exhibit a meta-structure ? We need a statistical
approach in order to consider all possible realizations

 We will consider first the case of an isolated time-bracket containing a
single note



Mathematical formalization

 A time-bracket is a set of two closed intervals {ST,ET} over the reals,
referred to as the starting time (ST) interval and ending time (ET) interval,
with ST=[0;T2], ET=[T1,T3], 0 ≤ T1 ≤ T2 ≤ T3

t
tets

 A realization of a time-bracket is a set {ts,te} of two reals, with ts in ST,
te in ET, and ts ≤ te

Indeterminate music and probability spaces: The case of John Cage's number pieces, A. Popoff, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, Volume 6726 (2011) LNAI Springer, pp. 220-229

0 T2

T1 T3



Mathematical formalization

 Given a realization of a time-bracket, we define

 The length of the sound as L = te-ts

 The « presence function » as P(t) =  1 if ts ≤ t ≤ te
         0 otherwise

 The « density function » as ρ(t) = P(t)/L

t
tets

0 T2

T1 T3



Mathematical formalization

 Since we use a statistical approach, ts and te are chosen at random, i.e
they are random variables

 The sample space associated with the time-bracket is the following
subset of R2

Ω

T1
ts

te

T2

T1

T3

 In turn, L will become a random variable. We denote by DL the distribution
of lengths.



Time-brackets as stochastic processes

 This also turns the time-bracket into a stochastic process

 We have a collection of random variables P indexed by t, with values in
{0,1}, i.e silence or sound

Information dynamics: patterns of expectation and surprise in the perception of music, S. Abdallah - M. Plumbley,
Connection Science, 21 (2), pp. 89-117

 Thus we can use information theory measures to define (in bits=log2)

 The entropy H(Pt) at a given time t, which measures the uncertainty about what we
hear at time t

 The conditional entropy H(Pt+τ | Pt), which measures the uncertainty about what we
will hear at time t+τ, given the knowledge of what we hear at time t

 Note: these information measures do not model what the listener
perceives, as they suppose a priori the knowledge of the probability
distributions



Selecting times

 How could we select the starting times and
ending times ?
In other words, what probability measure do we
choose on Ω ? Ω

T1
ts

te

T2

T1

T3

 Starting and ending time are selected successively
Their choice is generally conditional upon
the previous one.

0 T2

T1 T3

 We choose the simplest measure:



Length distribution

 The length distribution is
analytically computable

John Cageʼs Number Pieces : The Meta-Structure of Time-Brackets and the Notion of Time, A. Popoff, Perspectives of
New Music, 48(1), 2010, pp. 65-82

 Is there a problem in
this distribution ?



Presence function

 The presence function can
also be calculated analytically

 There is a localization of
the sound in the center
of the time-bracket



Information measures

 The present entropy shows maximum uncertainty in the center of ST / ET
 The conditional future entropy is maximum in the internal overlap

0 T2

T1 T3

H(Pt)

H(Pt+10 | Pt)



Information measures
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Multiple time-brackets

 External overlaps have little influence on the localization of sounds in
their respective time-brackets…



Multiple time-brackets

 … even for very large external overlaps

 Citing John Cage :
 « (...) then, we can foresee the nature of what will happen in the performance,

but we canʼt have the details of the experience until we do have it »
 « It is not entirely structural, but it is at the same time not entirely free of

parts. »



The single time-bracket

 The time-bracket is a very simple temporal structure…

 … with rich consequences:

 A complex distribution of sound lengths

 A localization of sounds inside the time-bracket

 … and which at the same time guarantees a global large-scale structure,
wherein parts are often clearly separated

 They clearly exhibit meta-structure as we have defined it



Large-scale analysis of the Number Pieces

 Using the same computational tools, can we analyze a Number Piece as a
whole in a complete and detailed manner ?

 We have chosen to study « Four », which has been remarked for its high
level of consonance (B. Weisser)

 « Four » is scored for string quartet and contains 3 parts - A, B, C - of five
minutes each, which can assembled to provide a  performance of 10, 20 or
30 minutes
 The performers play either BB, ACAC or ABCABC, exchanging parts in between

 Our stochastic variables Pt will now take values in the 49 possible pitch-
class sets. We use and extend Forte notation for the pcs
 0-1 for silence
 1-1 for a single sound
 2-1…2-6 for dyads
 3-1…3-12, 4-1…4z-29 as in Forte’s list



Four - Part C



Variations II

 In Variations II, six lines are used to determine distances from a point in a
bidimensional plane
 Two measurements are free, the others are correlated

 The transparent sheets will lie in a finite surface (a table, the floor, etc.)
thus limiting the range of the possible distances



Variations II

 Contrary to Variations I, the points in Variations II are on independent
transparent sheets and thus can be placed anywhere

 John Cage speaks of « a suitable surface » to put the transparents on:
why should we use only a Euclidean surface ?

The Poincaré hyperbolic disk model:
multiple parallels to a line L
passing through a point P are
possible



Variations II
 Complex distributions are obtained in the case of various parallel lines



Variations II

 For n multiple lines, the possible distances lie on a 2D surface embedded
in a n-dimensional space, with a particular density distribution

Points and Lines to Plane : the Influence of the Support in John Cage’s Variations II, A. Popoff, to be published in
Perspectives of New Music



Conclusions & Perspectives (I)

 A statistical approach allows to analyze all possible realizations at once

 It also allows for the automatized generation of performances of the
Number Pieces

 « A computer aided interpretation interface for John Cage’s number piece Two5 », B.
Sluchin, M. Malt

 See www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmrsOybDBDk for a computer-generated
performance of « Four » - Section B.

 In both cases, we have to think about how we can model a human choice

 Humans are poor random generators

 Can we model a probability measure based on real-life data ?
…by analyzing a corpus of real performances ?
…by collecting data from psycho-acoustical studies ?



Conclusions & Perspectives (II)

 What does the listener perceives when confronted to the Number Pieces ?

 The information measures are not defined, as the « probability
distributions of the listener » are unknown

 Based on a small number of events, can we grasp the complete
distributions ?
 A similar problem applies to Xenakis
 Tests of statistical significance ?

 Is Bayesian inference useful to model the listener’s appreciation of the
music throughout the performance ?



Conclusions & Perspectives (III)

 Some other works of John Cage could also be analyzed in a statistical
manner :

Fontana Mix

Cartridge Music



Thank you for your attention


